1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Modern medicine is overwhelmed by a plethora of both traditional risk factors and novel biomarkers for diseases. All over the world, large amounts of economic and intellectual resources are allocated to the identification of new biomarkers and risk factors for diseases. For this purpose, we normally use simple measures of average association such as the relative risk (RR) or the odds ratio (OR). When using those measures, the implicit expectation is that of our capacity to accurately distinguish the individuals who will develop the disease from those who will not, improves ([@bib77]) in order for the provision of targeted preventive intervention. From a population-level perspective, we also use the RR or the OR of those risk factors to calculate the population attributable fraction (PAF). The PAF aims to distinguish the share of the disease burden in a population that is attributable to a certain risk factor and, therefore, is potentially preventable ([@bib56], [@bib85]).

A classic example of the prevailing risk factors approach concerns preventive strategies for coronary heart disease (CHD) in which traditional risk factors such as, for example, smoking habits and blood pressure are systematically evaluated in healthcare, frequently within a risk score equation such as the Framingham, SCORE, QRISK, etc. ([@bib11], [@bib25]). Thereafter, individuals receive treatment according to their predicted level of disease risk. Namely, screening and preventive interventions are closely linked since the measurement of risk factors is aimed at discriminating which individuals are, and which are not, candidate for different degrees of preventive treatment ([@bib83]).

Nevertheless, during the last few decades, a number of relevant publications ([@bib5], [@bib45], [@bib76], [@bib88], [@bib98], [@bib104]) have pointed out that measures of association alone are unsuitable for this discriminatory purpose. In fact, what we normally consider as a strong association between a risk factor and a disease (e.g., an OR for a disease of 10), is related to a somewhat low capacity of the risk factor to discriminate cases and non-cases of disease in the population ([@bib76], [@bib98]). [@bib76]), illustrated that, in order to obtain a suitable discriminatory accuracy (DA) of, for example, a true positive fraction (TPF) = 90% and a false positive fraction (FPF) = 5%, we would need an OR = 176. See [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} and elsewhere ([@bib76]) for an extended explanation.Fig. 1Correspondence between the true-positive fraction (TPF) and the false-positive fraction (FPF) of a binary risk factor and the odds ratio (OR). Values of TPF and FPF that yield the same OR are connected (The figure has been created following the model described elsewhere by [@bib76]).Fig. 1

Therefore, from a clinical and even from a public health perspective, it is not enough to know the magnitude of the association between the exposure and the disease, what matters most is its DA, i.e., the capacity of the exposure to discriminate between individuals who will subsequently suffer a disease from those who will not. It does not matter whether the exposure is a novel biomarker, a traditional risk factor ([@bib37]; [@bib84]), or any other exposure categorization shaped by socioeconomic ([@bib2]), ethnic ([@bib105]), geographic ([@bib66]), or other criteria ([@bib62], [@bib106]). Therefore, and from a public health perspective, it seems necessary to not only revisit the value added of both traditional risk factors and novel biomarkers over and above simple demographic characteristics such as age and sex, but also even the interpretation of the PAF, since this measure does not consider the DA of the risk factors it represents ([@bib56]).

This critical approach is of fundamental relevance since ---in analogy with diagnostic tests--- promotion of screening and treatment of risk factors/biomarkers with a low DA may lead to unnecessary side effects and costs. The approach also raises ethical and political issues related to risk communication ([@bib49]) and the perils of both unwarranted medicalization ([@bib9]) and stigmatization of individuals with the risk factor/biomarker. There is also a growing apprehension that financial interests might lead to a market-driven approach to introducing and expanding screening ([@bib1]) and treatment. In the end, an indiscriminate use of risk factors and biomarkers with low DA may shadow the identification of relevant health determinants and harm the scientific credibility of modern epidemiology.

The ideas discussed above are relevant in many areas of clinical and public health research. For instance, the incremental value of assessing levels of biomarkers (e.g., C-reactive protein, Cystatin C, LpPLA~2~, NTBNP) in combination with traditional risk factors (e.g., cholesterol, blood pressure, smoking, diabetes) for the prediction of cardiovascular diseases has been debated ([@bib11]; [@bib53]; Wald & Law, 2004; [@bib108]). Moreover, some authors have even questioned the value of adding information on various traditional risk factors to risk predictions based exclusively on age ([@bib102]). In fact, the historical identification of risk factors was not based on an exhaustive scrutiny of all candidate factors supported by measures of DA. Indeed, the identification and use of traditional risk factors was promoted by insurance companies on the basis of simple physiopathological mechanisms (e.g., hypertension) and the availability of measurement instruments (e.g., the sphygmomanometer) ([@bib38]; [@bib43]; [@bib87]).

In the present study, focusing on CHD, we investigate two concrete questions. Firstly, we aim to quantify the extent to which the DA of the simple demographic variables age and sex is improved by adding traditional cardiovascular risk factors and novel biomarkers. Although seemingly straightforward, this question has nevertheless been scarcely discussed in the literature ([@bib102]). Secondly, we aim to analyze the relation between measures of PAF and the DA of the risk factors used for the computation of the PAF. This issue is of central relevance to planning strategies of prevention based on specific risk factors or a combination of them. For the purpose of our study, we reanalyze data from the cardiovascular cohort of the Malmö Diet and Cancer (MDC) study ([@bib53]).

2. Population and methods {#s0010}
=========================

2.1. Subjects {#s0015}
-------------

The MDC study is a population-based, prospective epidemiologic cohort of 28 449 individuals enrolled between 1991 and 1996. From this cohort, 6103 individuals were randomly selected to participate in the MDC cardiovascular cohort, which was primarily designed to investigate the epidemiology of carotid artery disease ([@bib80]). From this sample, we excluded participants with prior coronary artery bypass graft (CABG), percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), ischemic heart disease, or myocardial infarction or stroke at baseline (n = 176).

Of the remaining 5927 participants, 5054 had complete information on traditional risk factors, 4764 on biomarkers, and 4489 on both traditional risk factors and biomarkers. See [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} for more detailed information. The analyzed sample did not differ from eligible participants in the original MDC cardiovascular cohort with regards to mean age, sex, mean systolic and diastolic blood pressure, mean body mass index, and smoking prevalence ([@bib53]).Fig. 2Flow diagram indicating the number of individuals remaining in the study sample after the application of the exclusion criteria.Fig. 2

The database is available on request from the MDC study project (<http://www.med.lu.se/klinvetmalmo/befolkningsstudier/malmoe_kost_cancer_och_malmoe_foerebyggande_medicin/uttagsansoekningar>).

2.2. Coronary end points {#s0020}
------------------------

The end point in our analyses was the first ever CHD event defined as fatal or nonfatal myocardial infarction, CABG, PCI or death due to ischemic heart disease according the International Classification of Diseases 9th (ICD-9) and 10th (ICD10) revisions. We operationalized myocardial infarction using the diagnosis codes 410 (ICD-9) or I21 (ICD-10), and ischemic heart disease as codes 412 and 414 (ICD-9) or codes I22-I23 and I25 (ICD10). We identified CABG and PCI according the International Classification of Procedures 9th version codes 36.1, 36.2 and 10th version codes 0210--0213.

Case finding was performed by record linkage between the study cohort and the Swedish Hospital Discharge Register and the Swedish Cause of Death Register. For the linkage, we used a 10-digit personal identification number that is unique for every individual residing in Sweden. Follow-up for events extended from the baseline date when the participants entered the study in 1991--1996 to January 1, 2009. The total and median number of follow-up years were, respectively, 88 789 and 16 years. The number of CHD events is depicted in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. The identification of outcomes using these Swedish registers has been previously validated and judged to be adequate ([@bib20], [@bib28], [@bib61], [@bib69], [@bib93], [@bib94]). To facilitate the discussion, we used the terminology of a case-control study design and denominated individuals that suffer from a CHD event as "cases" and those that remain free from CHD event as "controls".Fig. 3Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the model including age and sex (red color) and the models including age, sex and traditional risk factors (blue color) and age, sex, traditional risk factors and biomarkers (green color), respectively.Fig. 3

2.3. Assessment of cardiovascular risk factors and biomarkers {#s0025}
-------------------------------------------------------------

We obtained information from the medical history, physical examination, and laboratory assessments that all the participants underwent at the baseline period of the cardiovascular arm of the MDC study.

### 2.3.1. Classical cardiovascular risk factors {#s0030}

*Blood pressure* in mmHg was measured using a mercury-column sphygmomanometer after 10 minutes of rest in the supine position. Only two individuals had missing values on blood pressure level. Using weight and height, we calculated *Body Mass Index (BMI)* in kg/m^2^. Eight individuals had missing values on BMI. *Diabetes mellitus* was defined as a fasting *whole blood glucose* level greater than 109 mg/dL (6.0 mmol/ L), a self-reported physician diagnosis of diabetes, or use of antidiabetic medication. Information on medication use was based on a personal diary ([@bib59]). We measured (mmol/l) *fasting triglycerides, total cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol* and *low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol* (Friedewald's formula) according to standard procedures at the Department of Clinical Chemistry, Skåne University Hospital in Malmö. We computed the LDL/HDL ratio. A total of 703 individuals had missing information on the LDL/HDL ratio. Information on *cigarette smoking* was obtained by a self-administered questionnaire, with current cigarette smoking defined as any use within the past year. In total, 873 individuals had missing information on one or more of the classical risk factors indicated above.

### 2.3.2. Cardiovascular biomarkers {#s0035}

Cardiovascular biomarkers were analyzed in fasting EDTA plasma specimens that had been frozen at -80°C immediately after collection. *Levels of C-reactive protein (CRP)* in mg/L were measured using a high-sensitivity assay (Roche Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland). Information on CRP was missing in 769 individuals. *Levels of cystatin C* in mg/L were measured using a particle-enhanced immunonephelometric assay (N Latex Cystatin C; Dade Behring, Deerfield, Illinois) ([@bib89]). Information on cystatin C was missing in 911 individuals. *Lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A*~*2*~*(Lp-PLA*~*2*~*) activity* in nmol/min/mL was measured in duplicate using \[3 H\]-platelet activating factor as substrate ([@bib80]). Information on Lp-PLA~2~ activity was missing in 672 individuals. Levels of *N-terminal pro--brain natriuretic peptide (NTBNP)* in pg/mL were determined using the Dimension RxL automated NTBNP method (Siemens Diagnostics, Nürnberg, Germany) ([@bib14]). We dichotomized this variable and considered the NTBNP to be elevated when the values were higher than 309 pg/mL ([@bib108]). Information on NTBNP activity was missing in 904 individuals. In total, 1163 individuals had missing information in one or more of the biomarkers indicated above.

2.4. Statistical analyses {#s0040}
-------------------------

### 2.4.1. Measures of association {#s0045}

We performed Cox proportional hazards regression models to examine the association (i.e., hazard ratios (HR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI)) between, on the one hand, age, sex, traditional risk factors and biomarkers and, on the other, CHD events. We also used logistic regression, since the follow-up was complete and the length of the follow-up was not related to the measurement of exposure. The logistic regression allows for the easy calculation of both odds ratio (OR) and 95% CI, predicted probabilities and measures of DA (see also the next [Section, 2.4.2](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}).

We performed a series of simple regression analyses modeling one variable at a time (i.e., age, sex, each risk factor and each biomarker alone). Thereafter, we created combined models including age and sex, traditional risk factors, biomarkers, biomarkers and/or traditional risk factors and the correspondent age and sex adjusted models. In the full model, we performed a stepwise logistic regression (see [Table 3](#t0020){ref-type="table"}). The use of stepwise regression has been criticized ([@bib29], [@bib3]). It is recommended to have a priori knowledge of the variables selected in the models and, preferably, that this selection should be performed within the framework of a carefully designed causal diagram. However, our empirical study did not aim at identifying novel risk factors and biomarkers, but was instead focused on prediction. Furthermore, variables such as systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure and hypertension arterial, glucose and diabetes or the cholesterol variables bear similar predictive information. In addition, we performed sensitivity analyses and tried different variable definitions and different models, achieving similar results in terms of prediction. Therefore, in order to achieve a parsimonious model, we let the stepwise regression choose the variables in the combination models.

All variables except sex, diabetes and smoking habits were continuous. To facilitate the interpretation of the measures of association, we categorized the continuous variables into groups defined by cut-offs based on quartile values or on SDs.

### 2.4.2. Measures of discriminatory accuracy {#s0050}

In everyday practice, measures of association are frequently used to gauge the ability of a factor to predict future cases of disease. For example, when we say that people with diabetes have a threefold higher risk for CHD (i.e., OR = 3), we are implicitly using diabetes as a predictive test to classify who will, and will not, suffer from a coronary event in the population. However, contrary to popular belief, measures of association alone are inappropriate for this discriminatory purpose. The reader can find an extended explanation of this concept elsewhere ([@bib8], [@bib48], [@bib75], [@bib76], [@bib88], [@bib100], [@bib101]). Therefore, we applied the following measures of DA.

#### 2.4.2.1. The true positive fraction (TPF) and the false positive fraction (FPF) {#s0055}

The DA of a risk factor is better appraised by measuring the TPF and the FPF for the specific thresholds of the risk factor variable. The TPF expresses the probability of having been exposed to the risk factor if the disease occurs (i.e., cases that are exposed to the risk factor).$${TPF} = {number}{exposed}{cases}/{number}{of}{cases}$$

The FPF indicates the probability of having been exposed to the risk factor when the disease does not occur (i.e., controls exposed to the risk factor).$${FPF} = {number}{of}{exposed}{controls}/{number}{of}{controls}$$

#### 2.4.2.2. TPF for a specific FPF of 5% (TPF~FPF\ 5%~) {#s0060}

We evaluated the DA of an exposure threshold by identifying the TPF for a specific FPF of 5% ([@bib98]) and calculated 95% CIs. The choice of the FPF level is arbitrary, but 5% seems reasonable in public health medicine. Maintaining the FPF at a low level is crucial in primary screening ([@bib75]) and, analogously, in many public health interventions. For instance, if the pharmacological preventive treatment of a risk factor was launched on false positive individuals it would constitute an act of unnecessary medicalization ([@bib42]) with potentially unwanted adverse effects and costs.

#### 2.4.2.3. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) {#s0065}

In the context of DA, the ROC curve is constructed by plotting the TPF against the FPF. The ROC curve informs in regard to the tradeoff between TPF and FPF when the threshold value of the predicted absolute risk for what we consider as a relevant definition of the existence or absence of a "risk factor" is moved. Because the ROC curve is a function of the TPF and FPF it provides information of crucial importance for quantifying DA ([@bib76], [@bib77], [@bib111]). A traditional measure of DA is the AUC or C statistic ([@bib23]; [@bib76]; [@bib77]; [@bib79]; [@bib88]). The AUC measures discrimination; that is, the ability of the risk factor (i.e., the "test") to correctly classify those with and without the disease. The accuracy of a test depends on how well the categorization (e.g., by a risk factor or biomarker) correctly classifies the individuals into those with and without the disease in question. The AUC extends from 0.5 to 1.0. An AUC = 0.5 means that the DA of the candidate risk factor or biomarker is similar to that obtained by flipping a coin. That is to say, a risk factor with an AUC = 0.5 is useless for predictive purposes. An AUC = 1.0 means complete accuracy. Arbitrarily, we could categorize the AUC as excellent (0.90--1.00), good (0.80--0.90), fair (0.70--0.80), poor (0.60--0.70) and fail (0.50--0.60).

#### 2.4.2.4. The risk assessment plot {#s0070}

The risk assessment plot described by Pepe and colleagues ([@bib75]) and later applied by Pickering and Endre ([@bib81]) represents the TPF and FPF against the predicted risk. The greater the separation between TPF and FPF curves, the better the model is at discriminating between individuals with or without the event (i.e. cases and controls, respectively).

While the ROC curve plots the TPF versus the corresponding FPF for all possible threshold criteria, the risk assessment plot incorporates the predicted risk (i.e., risk score) and also informs in regard to the specific threshold risk related to each TPF-FPF pair, which is relevant information for deciding when to start a treatment or not ([@bib75]).

For obtaining the risk assessment plot, we created 10 groups by deciles of predicted CHD risk (i.e., risk score) according to the model under consideration. Thereafter, we defined binary risk factor variables by dichotomizing the continuous risk score according to specific decile values. That is, in the first definition of the risk factor variable, the unexposed individuals were those included in the first decile group, and the exposed were all other individuals. Analogously, in the last risk factor variable, the unexposed individuals were those included within the decile groups one to nine, and the exposed were the individuals in the tenth decile group. Finally, using the number of cases and controls in the exposed and unexposed categories, we calculated the TPF and FPFs for each risk threshold (see [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4Risk assessment plots. Risk assessment plots for the model including age and sex (red color) and the models including age, sex and traditional risk factors (blue color) and age, sex, traditional risk factors and biomarkers (green color). To obtain the risk assessment plot we created 10 groups by deciles of predicted coronary heart disease risk (i.e., risk score) according to the model under consideration. Thereafter, we defined binary risk factor variables by dichotomizing the continuous risk score according to specific decile values. That is, in the first definition of risk factor variable, the unexposed individuals were those included in the first decile group, and the exposed were all the other individuals. Analogously, in the last risk factor variable, the unexposed individuals were those included within the decile groups one to nine, and the exposed were the individual in the tenth decile group. Finally, using the risk factor variables and the number of cases and controls in the exposed and unexposed categories, we calculated the TPF and FPFs for each risk threshold. IN COLOR.Fig. 4Fig. 5Expanded risk assessment plot for the model including age, sex, traditional risk factors and biomarkers. The graph includes the true positive fraction (TPF), the false positive fraction (FPF), the population attributable fraction (PAF), the explained variance, the relative risk (RR), the observed and the predicted risk as well as the prevalence of the risk factor. For obtaining the risk assessment plot, we created 10 groups by deciles of predicted coronary heart disease risk (i.e., risk score) according the model under consideration. Thereafter, we defined binary risk factor variables by dichotomizing the continuous risk score according to specific decile values. That is, in the first definition of risk factor variable, the unexposed individuals were those included in the first decile group, and the exposed were all the other individuals. Analogously, in the last risk factor variable, the unexposed individuals were those included within the decile groups one to nine, and the exposed were the individuals in the tenth decile group. Finally, using the risk factor variables and the number of cases and controls in the exposed and unexposed categories, we calculated the TPF and FPFs for each risk threshold.Fig. 5

In [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, we obtained the risk score from the most elaborated model including age, sex, traditional risk factors and biomarkers. Thereafter, we constructed a risk assessment plot including, in addition to the TPF and FPF, the mean of the predicted and observed CHD risk of every decile group. We also added the prevalence of the risk factor (defined by the specific threshold), the RR, the values of the PAF (see [Section 2.4.4](#s0085){ref-type="sec"}. below) and the value of the variance explained (see [Section 2.4.3](#s0080){ref-type="sec"} below).

#### 2.4.2.5. Measuring improvement of the discriminatory accuracy {#s0075}

A main goal of our study was to quantify the improvement of the DA when reclassifying individuals according their predicted risk by adding traditional risk factors and biomarkers to a reference model including only age and sex. For this purpose, we quantified the difference between the AUCs and risk assessment plots of the models with traditional risk factors/biomarkers and the reference model including only age and sex.

### 2.4.3. Explained variance {#s0080}

DeMaris ([@bib13]) stressed that measures of explained variance inform in regard to the discriminatory power of a model for distinguishing those who have experienced an event from those who have not. The author compared different measures of explained variance and concluded that the McKelvey and Zavoina Pseudo R^2^ ( $R_{\mathit{MZ}}^{2}$) ([@bib51]) is an optimal estimator of discriminatory power in binary logistic regression.$$R_{\mathit{MZ}}^{2} = \frac{V(\sum{b_{k}x_{k})}}{V(\sum{b_{k}x_{k}{)\  + \ }\frac{\pi^{2}}{3}}}$$where $b_{k}x_{k}$ are the regression coefficients of the variables in the model and $\frac{\pi^{2}}{3}$ is the individual level variance of the underlying latent variable for the dichotomous outcome. We included the $R_{\mathit{MZ}}^{2}$ in the risk assessment plot.

### 2.4.4. Population attributable fraction (PAF) {#s0085}

The PAF can be interpreted as the proportion of disease cases over a specified time that would be prevented following elimination of the exposure, assuming that the exposure is causal ([@bib85]).

In a simplified form, we can formulate the PAF as$$\mathit{PAF} = \frac{P_{p} - P_{\mathit{ne}}}{P_{p}}$$where $P_{p}$ is the prevalence of the outcome in the population and $P_{\mathit{ne}}$is the prevalence of the outcome in the non-exposed individuals.

We can also express the PAF as$$\mathit{PAF} = \frac{P_{r}{\  \times \ (}\mathit{RR}{\  - \ 1)}}{P_{r} \times \left( {\mathit{RR}{\  - \ 1}} \right){\  + \ 1}}$$where $\mathit{RR}$ is the relative is risk of the outcome in the exposed as compared with the unexposed individuals, and $P_{r}$ is the prevalence of the risk factor in the population. More information on this formula and on the relation between DA and PAF is available on request (Wagner P, & Merlo J. (2017). Measures of Discriminatory Accuracy (DA) and Population Attributable Fraction (PAF) in Epidemiology (manuscript under elaboration)).

To clarify the relation between the different measures indicated above, we constructed an *expanded risk assessment plot* ([@bib75]) ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).

### 2.4.5. Model fitting {#s0090}

To assess global fitting of the risk models, we calculated modified Hosmer-Lemeshow statistics for models with increasing complexity ([@bib17]). We also plotted the observed and the predicted incidence of CHD events by decile groups of the predicted incidence ([@bib32]) ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). The correlation between observed and predicted values was very high in all models, but marginally higher in the one that included age, sex, traditional risk factors and biomarkers.

It is well known that model performance can be overestimated if it is estimated on the same dataset as the one used to fit the risk model, especially when the model includes many predictor variables ([@bib67]). However, in our analyses, the model that included traditional risk factors and biomarkers together with age and sex showed only a minor improvement over the model including age and sex. Therefore, if our results are overestimations, the true DA of both traditional risk factors and biomarkers should be even lower than those obtained here, so our conclusion would be conservative.

For all analyses, we used Stata version 12 (StatCorp LP. 2011. College Station, TX), SPSS version 20, and "R" version 2.15.1.

3. Results {#s0095}
==========

3.1. Characteristics of the population and measures of association {#s0100}
------------------------------------------------------------------

In this population of men and women without previous CHD events, around 9% developed such an event during the 18-year follow-up. As expected, compared with individuals who remained free from events ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}), those suffering from CHD were somewhat older, more frequently men, and had more traditional risk factors as well as elevated biomarkers. Our analyses also replicated the established associations between, on the one hand age, sex, traditional risk factors and biomarkers and, on the other, CHD ([Table 2a](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2b](#t0015){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Characteristics of individuals by presence of coronary heart disease during follow-up time.Table 1Coronary heart diseaseNoYesMeanSDMeanSDAge (years)576606Men (%)39%49%62%49%Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)1401915019Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)879909Body Mass Index (Kg/m2)264274Cholesterol (mmol/l)6.11.16.41.1Triglycerides (mmol/l)1.30.81.61.0HDL (mmol/l)1.40.41.20.3LDL (mmol/l)4.11.04.41.0LDL/HDL ratio3.21.23.81.3Glucose (mmol/l)5.11.25.72.2Diabetes.7%25%18%39%CRP (mg/L)2.54.33.44.8NTBNP (pg/mL)93.2141.6141.5455.1Cystatin C (mg/L)0.80.10.80.2LpPLA~2~ activity (nmol/min/mL)44.912.849.913.7          Smoking habits--Never41%49%28%45%--Past32%47%36%48%--Intermittent5%21%6%23%--Current23%42%31%46%[^1][^2][^3]Table 2aAssociation between traditional risk factors and risk for coronary heart disease. Values are hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CI).Table 2aHR95% CISex (men vs. women)2.482.09--2.94          Age (years)46--501.0051--551.310.93--1.8656--591.951.39--2.7460--632.531.83--3.4964--683.672.68--5.02        Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)[\<]{.ul} 1391.00140‒1592.191.78--2.69160‒1793.022.38--3.82[\>]{.ul} 1804.33.12--5.92        Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)[\<]{.ul} 891.0090‒991.631.36--1.96100‒1091.981.54--2.55[\>]{.ul} 1102.341.41--3.89        Total cholesterol (mmol/L)[\<]{.ul} 5.071.005.08 ‒ 6.171.41.02--1.926.18 ‒ 7.261.721.26--2.35[\>]{.ul} 7.271.971.4--2.77        HDL (mmol/L)[\<]{.ul} 1.011.001.02 ‒ 1.380.580.47--0.721.39 ‒ 1.750.320.25--0.42[\>]{.ul} 1.760.240.17--0.35        LDL (mmol/L)[\<]{.ul} 3.183.19 ‒ 4.161.220.88--1.74.17 ‒ 5.151.771.28--2.44[\>]{.ul} 5.162.141.51--3.02        HDL/LDL ratio[\<]{.ul} 2.061.002.07 ‒ 3.241.230.86--1.773.25 ‒ 4.422.291.62--3.25[\>]{.ul} 4.434.293.01--6.11        (Log.)Triglycerides (mmol/L)[\<]{.ul} -0.271.00-0.26--0.202.481.69--3.630.21--0.672.982.03--4.37[\>]{.ul} 0.684.412.97--6.55[^4][^5]Table 2bAssociation between traditional risk factors and biomarkers and risk of coronary heart disease Values are hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CI).Table 2bHR95% CIDiabetes (yes vs. no)3.112.51--3.86        BMI (Kg/m^2^)[\<]{.ul} 23.151.0023.16 - 25.381.501.14--1.9625.39 - 28.061.861.43--2.42[\>]{.ul} 28.072.241.74--2.89        Smoking habitsNever1.00Past1.631.31--2.03Intermittent1.861.25--2.76Current2.091.66--2.62        CRP (mg/L)[\<]{.ul} 0.701.000.71 - 1.401.250.92--1.711.41 - 2.801.821.38--2.39[\>]{.ul} 2.812.541.96--3.31        Cystatin C (mg/L)[\<]{.ul} 0.691.000.70 -0.761.511.11--2.050.77 -0.851.921.43--2.57[\>]{.ul} 0.863.202.44--4.21        LpPLA~2~ activity (nmol/min/mL)[\<]{.ul} 36.311.0036.32 - 44.141.240.91--1.6744.15 - 52.901.651.24--2.19[\>]{.ul} 52.912.471.89--3.23        NTBNP (pg/mL)[\<]{.ul} 341.0035--610.810.61--1.0662--1120.870.67--1.14[\>]{.ul} 1131.411.10--1.80        NTBNP (309 pg/mL)Yes vs. No2.431.70--3.49[^6]

3.2. Measures of discriminatory accuracy {#s0105}
----------------------------------------

### 3.2.1. The ROC curve, AUC, TFP~FNP\ 5%~ {#s0110}

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} represents the ROC curves for model (A) including age and sex (red color), and models (B) and (C) including age, sex and traditional risk factors (blue color) and age, sex, traditional risk factors and biomarkers (green color), respectively.

[Table 3](#t0020){ref-type="table"} indicates that the AUC was slightly higher than 0.60 for both age and sex separately. However, the combination of both demographic variables increased the AUC to a value of 0.68. Analyzed individually, neither the traditional risk factors nor any of the novel biomarkers reached the value of the age and sex combination.Table 3Discriminatory accuracy of traditional risk factors and of biomarkers for identifying individuals with and without coronary heart disease. Values are area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUC) curve and 95% confidence intervals (CI) as well as the True Positive Fraction (TPF) for a False Positive Fraction (FNF) of 5% (TPF~FPF\ 5%~).Table 3AUC (95% CI)TPF~FPF5%~[Difference]{.ul}Age0.63 (0.60--0.65)-0.050.08 (0.06--0.10)Sex0.61 (0.59--0.64)-0.07--[a](#t0020fn9999){ref-type="table-fn"}Age and sex0.68 (0.66--0.70)Reference0.09 (0.07--0.13)        Traditional risk factors-- Systolic blood pressure[a](#t0020fn9999){ref-type="table-fn"}0.65 (0.62--0.67)-0.030.10 (0.08--0.14)-- Diastolic blood pressure0.60 (0.58--0.62)-0.080.08 (0.05--0.10)-- Hypertension arterial0.58 (0.56--0.61)-0.10---- Glucose0.61 (0.59--0.64)-0.070.14 (0.10--0.17)-- Diabetes0.57 (0.54--0.59)-0.11---- Total cholesterol0.57 (0.54--0.59)-0.110.06 (0.04--0.08)-- HDL cholesterol0.64 (0.61--0.66)-0.040.02 (0.01--0.04)-- LDL cholesterol0.58 (0.55--0.61)-0.100.07 (0.04--0.09)-- LDL/HDL ratio0.65 (0.63--0.68)-0.030.11 (0.09--0.17)-- Triglycerides0.61 (0.58--0.63)-0.070.09 (0.07--0.12)-- Body Mass Index (BMI)0.59 (0.56--0.61)-0.090.07 (0.05--0.10)-- Cigarette smoking0.58 (0.55--0.60)-0.14--        Biomarkers-- CRP0.61 (0.58--0.63)-0.070.09 (0.06--0.11)-- Cystatin C0.62 (0.59--0.65)-0.060.11 (0.08--0.14)-- Lp-PLA2 activity0.61 (0.58--0.64)-0.070.11 (0.07--0.14)-- N-BNP0.54 (0.51--0.57)-0.140.10 (0.07--0.12)-- N-BNP (309 pg/mL)0.52 (0.49--0.55)-0.16--        Combinations-- Traditional risk factors (RF)0.71 (0.69--0.74)0.030.19 (0.16--0.23)-- Biomarkers (BM)0.67 (0.64--0.69)-0.010.13 (0.10--0.17)-- RF and BM0.74 (0.71--0.76)0.060.21 (0.17--0.26)-- Age, sex and RF0.75 (0.73--0.77)0.070.22 (0.18--0.27)-- Age, sex and BM0.72 (0.69--0.74)0.040.16 (0.11--0.20)-- Age, sex, RF and BM0.77 (0.74--0.79)0.080.23 (0.17--0.28)[^7][^8]

The AUC for the joint effect of all traditional risk factors was only 0.03 units higher than that of the AUC for age and sex. The AUC for the combination of all the biomarkers studied did not surpass the AUC for age and sex (i.e., the difference between AUCs was -0.01 units). The AUC for the model combining traditional risk factors and biomarkers but not age and sex was 0.74 which is just only 0.06 units higher than the AUC for the model including only age and sex. We also observed a minor improvement when adding traditional risk factors or biomarkers to the model with age and sex. We detected the highest AUC (i.e., 0.76) for the combined effect of age, sex, traditional risk factors and biomarkers, but compared to the model including only age and sex, the difference was somewhat small (i.e., 0.08). We do not provide 95% CIs for the differences between AUCs but only for the AUC values. However, this information allows for the evaluation of the uncertainty of the AUC differences.

[Table 3](#t0020){ref-type="table"} also informs in regard to the values of the TPF~FPF\ 5%~ for all the models studied. Overall, the values of the TPF~FPF\ 5%~ were very low. For instance, in the model with the highest AUC (i.e., age, sex, traditional risk factors and biomarkers) the TPF~FPF\ 5%~ was 23%, which is certainly very low. Compared with the TPF~FPF\ 5%~ of the model including age and sex, it represents an increase of 13%.

### 3.2.2. The risk assessment plot {#s0115}

To investigate DA, we performed logistic regression models including (A) age and sex, (B) traditional risk factors (blood pressure, cholesterol, diabetes, smoking), and (C) biomarkers (CRP, NTBNP, Cystatin C, LpPLA2 activity) and combinations of A, B, C.

The risk assessment plots presented in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} inform that defining high risk individuals as those with a predicted risk equal or higher than the fourth decile value renders a FPF of 57% for all models (i.e., models A; A+B; A+B+C). However, the TPF increases from of 83% to around 90% when traditional risk factors are added alone or together with biomarkers (i.e., model A vs. A+B and A+B+C). When the ninth decile is used as a cutoff for defining high risk, the FPF equals 18% for all models and the TPF increases from 39% to 53% by adding traditional risk factors alone or together with biomarkers.

In other words, the model including only age and sex is only slightly improved by the inclusion of traditional risk factors. In [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, we can also observe that the addition of biomarkers did not further expand the area between TPF and FPF curves compared to the model including age, sex and traditional risk factors.

In [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, we provide a risk assessment plot for the full model (i.e., including age, sex, traditional risk factors and biomarkers) that, in addition to the TPF and FPF also contains the values of the observed and predicted risk, the prevalence of the risk factor (i.e., having a predicted risk equal or over a specific decile), the RR, the explained variance, and the PAF. If we, for instance, define high risk individuals as those in the second to the tenth decile groups, we see that the prevalence of the risk factor is 90%. These people have a risk almost 14 times higher than that of the individuals in the first decile group. Moreover, the TPF is very high (i.e., 99%) which offers a PAF of 99%. However, in this case, the explained variance is low (i.e. 17%) and the FPF is very high (i.e., 89%). To obtain a low FPF (which is pertinent when planning an effective strategy of prevention) we would need to define high-risk individuals as those belonging to the tenth decile group (i.e., FPF = 8%). However, in this situation, the TPF is also low (i.e., 33%).

4. Discussion {#s0120}
=============

We found that, besides age, sex and classical risk factors, novel biomarkers did not add any substantial accuracy for discriminating between individuals who will subsequently suffer a coronary event from those who will not. These findings were certainly expected, as similar results have been described in several previous studies ([@bib12], [@bib39], [@bib103], [@bib108]) including an early investigation performed on the Malmö Diet and Cancer cohort using the same dataset ([@bib53]). We want to clarify that the aim of our study was not to question this previous publication, and so we did not strive to repeat precisely the same models. Therefore, our results were very similar, yet not a repetition of the previous study. Rather, we aimed to illustrate and discuss some key concepts in risk factors epidemiology.

From this perspective, our study contributes in two significant ways: First, we confirmed a straightforward but scarcely discussed observation ([@bib102]) indicating that classical risk factors only provide a minor improvement to the DA of a model including simple demographic characteristics, i.e., age and sex. Second, we provide innovative evidence indicating that the PAF measure gives incomplete ---if not misleading--- information on the relevance of risk factors for planning strategies of prevention against CHD in the population. A key weakness of the PAF measure is that it does not take into account the FPF of the risk factor used for its calculation and, therefore, disregards its DA.

4.1. The discriminatory paradox: Measures of association vs. Measures of discrimination {#s0125}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There is a tacit ---but misguided--- belief that the predictive accuracy of an exposure (e.g., risk factor) is very high when it is supported by a conclusive average association of considerable magnitude (e.g., OR = 10). Nonetheless, a risk factor 'strongly' associated with a disease is not necessarily an accurate instrument for classifying individuals according to their disease status. As shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, for an association to be an accurate instrument for discrimination, the association must be of a size seldom observed in epidemiologic studies ([@bib5], [@bib45], [@bib76], [@bib98]). Our study illustrates this important point.

Our conclusions are based on standard measures of DA such as the AUC. This measure has, however, been criticized because it is insensitive to small changes in predicted individual risk ([@bib10]). However, more specific measures of reclassification such as the net reclassification improvement (NRI), and the integrated discrimination improvement (IDI) ([@bib72]; [@bib73], [@bib74]) do not add any decisive information to that obtained by the analyses of AUC curves. Thus, our conclusions would not be affected by using NRI or IDI. Furthermore, the new NRI and IDI measures have also been criticized ([@bib78]), and some authors ([@bib31]) explicitly advise against their use in common epidemiological practice. According to these authors, unlike IDI and NRI, traditional measures of discrimination such as the AUC, have the characteristic that prognostic performance cannot be manipulated and high performance necessarily represents clinical gain expressed on a well-defined, interpretable scale. Therefore, we preferred to quantify DA by analyzing ROC curves, AUC and risk assessment plots.

In the course of our analyses, we observed that risk assessment plots ([@bib75], [@bib81]) constructed by drawing the predicted risk for CHD against the TPF and FPF alone or in combination with other measures (e.g., RR, explained variance, the prevalence of the risk factor) are a more appropriate tool for evaluating the relevance of a risk factor in public health than simple measures such as the AUC, since the risk assessment plot allows for the evaluation of the TPF and FPF for different risk score thresholds (i.e., definitions of high risk). As a second choice, the TPF~FPF5%~ appears as a simple but informative measure.

4.2. Strategies of prevention and DA {#s0130}
------------------------------------

All over the world, there is a very strong conviction regarding the advantages of strategies of prevention against CHD based on the reduction of traditional modifiable risk factors such as high blood pressure (hypertension), high cholesterol, smoking, obesity, physical inactivity, diabetes, and unhealthy diets. However, we need to honestly confront the fact that, because of their low DA, none of those risk factors, alone or in any combination, provide an ideal ground for planning strategies of prevention in the general population. This conclusion should not be surprising. In fact, an analogous argument is today being applied in other medical fields. For instance, the use of the Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA) test in the screening of prostate cancer in the general population is not recommended since the DA of PSA is low, meaning that an unselective PSA screening will identify many men who will never develop prostate cancer as positive, leading to unnecessary biopsies of their prostates ([@bib15], [@bib35]).

The fact that traditional cardiovascular risk factors have a low DA conveys consequences in regard to planning strategies of prevention in the general population. Non-pharmacological strategies of prevention directed towards life-style modification (for example, quitting smoking, increasing physical activity, eating healthy food, etc.) are normally safe and could be recommended to most people in the population even if the FPF is high. On the other hand, treatment of cardiovascular risk factors by pharmacological strategies of prevention (e.g., blood pressure lowering drugs, statins) does not appear to be suitable since treating false positive individuals may imply obvious problems of medicalization ([@bib9]) and, eventually, stigmatization of healthy individuals with the 'risk factor' who receive a pharmacological treatment. Furthermore, alongside the unnecessary pharmacological effects there is a risk of unwanted adverse effects. This situation translates itself into avoidable costs for both the individual and the community.

Interestingly, in our study we actually arrived at the same conclusion as [@bib98], [@bib99], [@bib102] concerning the minor incremental value added by traditional risk factors over and above age alone for discriminating future cases of cardiovascular disease. However, paradoxically, rather than questioning pharmacological preventive strategies against cardiovascular risk factors [@bib99]), promote the "Polypill approach" ([@bib7], [@bib97]). Wald et al.'s approach is a form of anti-ageing strategy consisting of a combination of medications that may simultaneously reduce several cardiovascular risk factors in all individuals above a specified age (e.g., 55 years) but without previous selection based on screening for risk factors. Our study shows, however, that this approach is flawed since it does not consider the DA of the risk factors. It does not matter that those risk factor are 'causal' on average. The Polypill approach is an extreme example, but it reflects how modern medicine in its most naïve form is falling towards a simplistic interpretation of human health based on pharmacological interventions targeting a few risk factors with low DA. Indeed, a somewhat satirical but arguably more attractive alternative strategy (in light of the problems associated with unselective use of drugs) could be the non-pharmacological 'Polymeal approach' described by Franco and colleagues in 2004 ([@bib22]) in response to the Polypill initiative.

4.3. 'Representative' samples of heterogeneous populations? {#s0135}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The existence of inter-individual heterogeneity of effects; that is, the fact that some individuals may respond intensively to the exposure while others are resilient (see also later in this discussion) may explain some of the apparently conflicting findings concerning the DA of biomarkers for cardiovascular diseases previously identified in the literature ([@bib53]). Thus, studies analyzing 'representative' samples of the general population may find that novel biomarkers have low DA while others examining homogeneous or highly selected samples may find a higher DA. This discordance should not be interpreted as an under- or overestimation of the true DA value. Rather, it may reflect the existence of an inter-individual heterogeneity of responses and the fact that 'representative' samples of the general population produce average values that, paradoxically, are not necessarily representative ([@bib86]). Therefore, rather than 'representative' samples of the general population, we need to analyze many homogenous samples that are heterogeneous in relation to each other. In the ideal scenario, we need to identify the individuals that benefit from pharmacological treatment and distinguish them from those that do not benefit at all or even suffer harm from the treatment (see later in this discussion).

4.4. Is there an 'etiological' and a 'screening' perspectives when Interpreting the effect of a risk factor with low discriminatory accuracy? {#s0140}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several authors justify the low DA of a risk factor by distinguishing between 'etiological' and 'screening' perspectives ([@bib98]) or between 'association' versus 'classification' ([@bib76]). For example, Wald et al. ([@bib98]) stated that a high cholesterol concentration is a 'strong risk factor' for ischemic heart disease in 'etiological terms', even if the association is not sufficiently strong to be used as a basis for screening tests, since, in practice, its screening performance is poor. Pepe et al. ([@bib76]) state that "a binary marker with a relative risk of, for instance, three, can be used to identify a population with a risk factor that has three times the risk as the population without the risk factor. This method may be used to target prevention or screening strategies". Pepe and colleagues comment that although measures of association such as the OR do not characterize a marker's accuracy for classifying risk for individual subjects, these measures are valuable for characterizing *population* differences in risk.

We do not agree. The distinction between 'etiological' and 'screening' or 'association' and 'classification' purposes bears an underlying contradiction. Those authors ([@bib76], [@bib98]) implicitly adopt a probabilistic approach when assessing the etiological value of risk factors at the population level but, contradictorily, they apply a deterministic or mechanistic approach when assessing their screening value. However, a low DA of a risk factor not only expresses itself in a poor screening performance but also in the fact that the estimated average effect of a risk factor is not generalizable to most individuals in the population. Our statements need a more extended argumentation, which we now present in the next sections of this discussion.

4.5. Is there individual heterogeneity? the mechanistic vs. The stochastic (i.e., "chance") approaches to individual risk {#s0145}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is possible to imagine a situation where a homogeneous exposure in a group causes a homogenous effect in all the individuals of the group. In this case, the exposure will have a DA of 100%. For instance, a blood pressure lowering drug may reduce diastolic blood pressure by 5 mmHg in each and every one of the individuals treated. However, this is not the case on most occasions. A possible reason for the low DA of many average associations is that average effects are a mixture of heterogeneous individual level effects (i.e., some individuals respond intensively to the exposure while others are resilient or might even respond in the opposite direction) ([@bib46]). The approach based on DA understands average effects as an idealized mean value that does not necessarily represent the heterogeneity of individual effects. To be precise, reducing exposure to a risk factor would only be effective when the intervention targets the susceptible but not the resilient individuals. Consequently, a possible criticism of the analysis of DA is that it adopts a mechanistic perspective. For instance, we assume that certain individuals will respond to the risk factor exposure (i.e., true positives) while others will not (i.e., false positives). An alternative would be to assert that the risk factor homogenously affects the exposed group as a whole and that any individual could, in principle, express the effect (e.g., disease). From this perspective, since we do not know who will develop the disease, we could conceive the individual risk as the expression of a stochastic phenomenon that is best estimated by the average risk using a probabilistic approach ([@bib10]). In line with this idea, Davey-Smith ([@bib91], p. 556) states that:""Chance leads to averages being the only tractable variables in many situations, and this is why epidemiology makes sense as a science. We should embrace the effects of chance, rather than pretend to be able to discipline them"."

However, the main question is whether the individual risk is a stochastic or 'chance' phenomenon that can only be estimated by a probabilistic model or if it, instead, reflects the inter-individual heterogeneity of responses that can be determined. A logical contradiction of the stochastic viewpoint is the fact that we are interested in identifying causal mechanisms, but a stochastic phenomenon is, by definition, not causal ([@bib107]). It is more reasonable to think that the mechanism underlying an individual response might be very complex and difficult to determine so it might look like a stochastic phenomenon. However, rather than vindicating the 'chance' approach and an indiscriminate use of probabilistic estimations, we should recognize our current epistemological uncertainty (i.e., ignorance) and acknowledge that our lack of knowledge could be amended by a better understanding of individual responses ([@bib107]). See elsewhere for further discussion on these ideas ([@bib55]). A didactical example may also clarify those concepts.

4.6. The classical phenylketonuria (PKU) example {#s0150}
------------------------------------------------

If a risk factor affects the susceptible individuals, we should expect both the RR and the DA of the risk factor to be very high. We illustrate this situation using the classical PKU example ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}) where exposure to phenylalanine in the diet only gives clinical symptoms (a syndrome characterized by mental retardation, seizures, and other serious medical problems) in people with a mutation in the gene coding for the hepatic enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH). This enzyme is necessary to metabolize phenylalanine to the amino acid tyrosine. When enzyme activity is reduced, phenylalanine accumulates and is converted into phenylpyruvate, which can be identified in the urine as phenylketone.Fig. 6Classical Phenylketonuria (PKU) example. In the classical PKU example, exposure to phenylalanine in the diet only gives clinical symptoms (PKU-SYNDROME) in people with a mutation in the gene coding for the hepatic enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH-MUTATION). We assume a population (N = 1,000,000) with 90% of the people exposed and 10% non-exposed to phenylalanine in the diet. In this population, 50 individuals present the PAH-MUTATION. Among the people with the mutation, 90% are exposed and 10% are non-exposed to phenylalanine in the diet. The figure shows the values of the true positive fraction (TPF), false positive fraction (FPF), relative risk (RR) and population attributable fraction (PAF) in both the general population (left) and in the strata of people with the PAH-MUTATION (right).Fig. 6

Let us assume a population (N = 1,000,000) with 90% of the people exposed and 10% non-exposed to phenylalanine in the diet. In this population, 50 individuals (5/100,000) present a mutation in the gene that codifies the PAH enzyme. Among those with the mutation, 90% (n = 45) are exposed and 10% (n = 5) are non-exposed to phenylalanine in the diet.

In a first scenario (A), we assume that we do not know of the existence of the mutation and perform a study in the whole population. We investigate the risk of PKU in people exposed to phenylalanine compared to those not exposed to phenylalanine. We will observe a RR of a very high (in fact, infinite) magnitude, indicating that only those exposed to phenylalanine develop PKU. Obviously, the TPF is 100%, as all the cases need to be exposed to phenylalanine. The PAF is also 100%, indicating that if we remove phenylalanine from the whole population we will prevent all the PKU cases.

In the second scenario (B), we assume that we are aware of the existence of the mutation and perform the study on those with the mutation rather than on the whole population. The conclusion of our analysis will be very similar. The RR is infinite, the TPF is 100% and the PAF is 100%, indicating that if we remove phenylalanine from the people with the mutation we will prevent all the PKU cases.

The difference between the scenarios (A) and (B) resides only in the FPF. That is, in scenario (A), almost 90% of the exposed do not develop PKU while in scenario (B) the FPF is 0%. This means that eliminating phenylalanine from the diet in scenario (A) will produce unnecessary discomfort in the vast majority of people, while in scenario (B) the discomfort will be limited and worthwhile, as it targets only those who would otherwise develop PKU. Admittedly, the PKU example is very simple and the identification of the individuals that react to cardiovascular risk factors may be much more complicated. However, this does not alter the fact that the distribution of individual risk is not a chance phenomenon and that knowledge of inter-individual heterogeneity of effects is crucial for planning efficient public health interventions to prevent cardiovascular disease.

4.7. The "Tyranny of the means" {#s0155}
-------------------------------

We reiterate that a major problem is that measures of association disregard the heterogeneity of individual-level effects but are often presumed as the best estimation of what is assumed to be stochastics and undeterminable individual risk. This imposition of an average value on the individual is very common in Epidemiology and it has been denominated the "Tyranny of the means" ([@bib92]) or the "Mean centric approach" ([@bib16]). Alongside the medical field, this problem has been discussed in other scientific disciplines such as political science ([@bib6], [@bib16]) and evolutionary biology ([@bib24]). Similar ideas have also been developed in social epidemiology in the investigation of contextual effects ([@bib54], [@bib60], [@bib64]; [@bib65]). The key concept here is that common measures of association correspond to abstractions that do not represent the heterogeneity of individual effects. This idea points to the study of inter-individual heterogeneity around group averages as being fundamental for the understanding of the effect of an exposure (e.g., a risk factor) in the population. Analogous ideas had already been described in the 19th century by Claude Bernard (1813--1878†) ([@bib4]) who stated that:""Averages must therefore be rejected, because they confuse, while aimed to unify, and distort while aiming to simplify.""

Later, Bernard's ideas were shared by Hogben (1895--1975†) ([@bib33], [@bib34]) as well as by clinical epidemiologists ([@bib27], [@bib47]) promoting "n-of-1" design. The same notion is also behind the current movement towards personalized (or stratified) medicine ([@bib50]).

4.8. Discriminatory accuracy and the estimation of average causal effects in experimental and observational epidemiology {#s0160}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We distinguish between observational effects (i.e., associations) and causal effects, even if the term "effect" assumes causality by itself ([@bib30]). According to the counterfactual theory of causation in Epidemiology, a fundamental task lies in the identification of individual causal effects (ICE) ([@bib41]). The ICE is the potential outcome that an individual would experience under a counterfactual exposure. That is, to quantify an ICE, we would need to observe the very same individual living in a parallel world that exactly replicates the actual world with the exception of the exposure. This ideal but unobservable counterfactual situation would isolate the influence of the exposure and would inform us whether ---*ceteris paribus*--- the exposure causes the outcome. Since the ICE is unobservable, we need some strategy of analysis to estimate it. A common one is to estimate the average causal effect (ACE) in a population. Theoretically, to calculate the ACE, we would need to observe the effect of an exposure in the very same population but in a parallel world that exactly replicates the actual world with the exception of the exposure. This situation is however also unobservable. Nevertheless, statistically, two random samples drawn from the same population each estimate the same parameters (i.e., the mean and the variance) of that population and are ---with some statistical uncertainty---exchangeable. Being random, the selection of the samples is not related to the outcome and we can experimentally allocate the exposure to one random sample and leave the other random sample as control. In this case, the difference between the average risks of the exposed and the control groups is the ACE. This is the reason why randomized clinical trials (RCT) inform in regard to the ACE of a treatment.

However, the critique we directed in the previous section concerning the "tyranny of the means" also applies to the information provided by many RCT investigating the ACE of a treatment. This is a serious allegation, since RCTs are currently the cornerstone of evidence-based medicine. The problem is that the estimation of the individual effect from the ACE obtained in a RCT necessarily follows a probabilistic approach and considers the ACE to be the best estimation of the ICE. That is, group randomization facilitates exchangeability of the exposed and unexposed groups but the measure of ACE hides inter-individual heterogeneity of responses behind the group average. The RCT design implicitly assumes homogeneity of the individual responses or that the distribution of effect modifiers is the same in the exposed and unexposed group (i.e., that the within group heterogeneity is exchangeable). Those assumptions, however, make no sense within the deterministic framework of DA. Indeed, in a RCT, the variance (σ^2^) is not a measure of statistical uncertainty (as sometimes interpreted) but instead expresses a natural phenomenon that corresponds to the underlying inter-individual heterogeneity of responses. Statistical uncertainty is quantified by both the standard error (SE) of the mean and by the SE of the σ^2^ that, unlike the σ^2^, will typically decrease as the number of individuals sampled increases. In short, the variance σ^2^ may be large but estimated with high precision (i.e., a low SE of the σ^2^).

To clarify the relation between causality and DA, we can mentally imagine the otherwise unobservable ICE situation and construct a counterfactual cross-tabulation between a counterfactual risk factor exposure and a potential disease occurrence within one imaginary individual ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). In this situation, the individual potentially develops the disease when she is exposed to the risk factor in an unobservable counterfactual scenario, and she does not develop the disease when she is not exposed in the factual scenario. Therefore, the RR = 1/0 so RR = ∞, the TPF and the TNF are = 1/1 so the TPF and the TNF = 1 and, logically, the FPF = 0 and the FNF = 0.Fig. 7Cross-table illustrating the discriminatory accuracy of an unobservable individual causal effect (ICE) where the potential outcome only occurs in a counterfactual situation of exposure.Fig. 7

In other words, in the ICE situation, the counterfactual exposure is infinitely associated with the potential outcome, and it is also completely sensitive and specific because the potential outcome always occurs when the counterfactual exposure is present, and it never occurs otherwise.

The ideal ICE scenario contrasts with the much lower ORs and DA values observed for most risk factors and treatment of risk factors estimated by the ACE idealization. The same is true for most other exposures in epidemiology. In contrast to the ICE scenario described above, in the ACE situation, the possible values of the RR extend from 0 to ∞, and the possible values of the TPF and FPF, extend from 0 to 1. This spectrum of values reflects that the ACE is a mixture of heterogeneous individual effects, because the ACE is based on the comparison of two samples from a population that is intrinsically heterogeneous. Obviously, the average value provided by the ACE might provide misleading information, even if there is neither confounding nor bias and the distribution of heterogeneous individual effects is the same in the exposure and control samples. In fact, the important information is the heterogeneity hidden behind the average. Consequently, the ACE approach also leads to unusual ICE interpretations in regards to unalterable individual heterogeneity ([@bib40]) such as, for instance, the association between individual country of birth and health that lack modifiable counterfactual states.

It is a common clinical experience that the ACE obtained from a clinical trial does not seem to be reflected in the individual patient response to treatment ([@bib27]). Nonetheless, this apparent conflict only reflects the fact that ACEs are just average measures. The normal assumption that the ACE is the best estimation across all individuals in the trial and, even outside the trial, is unsustainable, since the underlying individual heterogeneity in the population is normally large. Hogben ([@bib33]) had a clear understanding of this phenomenon when he wrote:""The now current recipe for a clinical trial based on group comparison sets out a balance sheet in which individual variability ... does not appear as an explicit item in the final statement of the account; but such variability of response to treatment may be of paramount interest in practice.""

Namely, the results of a RCT provide very limited information for launching a treatment in the general population. This is the fundamental argument underlying the need for personalized (or stratified) medicine that considers the heterogeneity of individual effects. Kravitz, Duan and Braslow concluded in 2004 ([@bib46]).""Clinical trials provide good estimates of average effects. But averages do not apply to everyone. By attending to risk without treatment, responsiveness to treatment, vulnerability to adverse effects, and utility for different outcomes, researchers can design studies that better characterize who will---and who will not---benefit from medical interventions. Clinicians and policymakers can, in turn, make better use of the results.""

Finally, the criticism and reflection presented above concerning experimental epidemiology (i.e., RCT) is also relevant for observational epidemiology, adding to the already recognized difficulties confronted by observational epidemiology when trying to estimate ACE ([@bib30], [@bib40]).

4.9. A serious critique to the PAF measure {#s0165}
------------------------------------------

Our study demonstrates that the PAF is an inappropriate measure for evaluating the public health relevance of a risk factor because it does not consider the portion of people that are exposed to the risk factor but who never develop the disease (i.e., the FPF). When the ratio between the prevalence of the risk factor and the prevalence of the disease is high, both the TPF and the FPF tend to be high. Therefore, a highly prevalent risk factor for an uncommon disease necessarily gives a high PAF but simultaneously has low DA. This situation expresses itself in a low explained variance value. This apparently counterintuitive situation of a risk factor having a high PAF but a low explained variance has been interpreted as a weakness of the explained variance measure ([@bib71]). However, we rather think the interpretation should be the opposite: a weakness of the PAF measure is that it does not consider the explained variance. The explained variance measure is actually an indicator of DA ([@bib13]) and our study illustrates the relevance of this measure in public health. In [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, for instance, we see that when the prevalence of the risk factor and the magnitude of the RR are large (i.e., prevalence = 90%, and RR = 14) the PAF is as high as 99%. However, in this case, the explained variance is somewhat low (i.e., 17%) and the FPF very high (i.e., 89%), which underscores the unsuitability of planning strategies of prevention exclusively based on the PAF measure alone. It should be observed that the explained variance measure (as with any other measure of DA) is not an explicit measure of 'causal effects' but only indicates the amount of inter-individual heterogeneity that has been identified by the identification of candidate causal associations. See, for instance, the PKU example explained earlier in this discussion.

4.10. A clinical and public health perspective {#s0170}
----------------------------------------------

In our study, it is argued that the key criteria of clinical usefulness of a new risk factor should be its added capacity to discriminate between individuals who experience an adverse outcome from those who do not. We think, moreover, that this capacity to discriminate is not only of clinical relevance but also has major and general relevance in public health, as this concept can be applied to any exposure categorization in epidemiology ([@bib55], [@bib62]). Nonetheless, most of the current strategies used to analyze individual disease risk are based on measures of average association of rather low, and even tiny, magnitude ([@bib90]) which, in turn, suggests that those findings have a low DA ([@bib76]). Our study, therefore, reveals a general problem that affects many epidemiological fields.

The question is how to deal with the growing plethora of published average associations with low DA. To improve individual and community health as well as to improve the credibility of epidemiological findings among laypeople, we urgently need to identify which exposure categorizations (e.g., risk factors) are more relevant than others for specific individuals or homogenous groups of individuals. That is, we need to distinguish which individuals are susceptible and which are resilient to specific risk factors. We need to develop instruments that recognize the existence of an inter-individual heterogeneity of responses. We need to understand that 'representative' samples of the general population produce average values that paradoxically are not necessarily representative. Therefore, rather than 'representative' samples of the general population, we need to analyze many homogenous samples that are heterogeneous in relation to each other. In the ideal scenario, we should be able to identify and appropriately map individual responses. On occasion, the whole population may behave as a homogeneous group for a particular exposure (for instance, exposure to 1.5 mg/kg body weight of potassium cyanide is lethal for every one). In contrast, other exposures only cause a response in specific individuals (for instance, exposition to phenylalanine is only dangerous in people with the PHA mutation). Our ideas might help to clarify the current confusion concerning the 'representativeness' of epidemiological findings ([@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib70], [@bib82], [@bib86]).

We need a new epidemiological approach that systematically provides information on inter-individual heterogeneity of effects, rather than relies on averages ([@bib26]). For this purpose, we ideally need large databases and biobanks with multiple measurements within individuals. We need an extended use of stratified and interaction analyses and longitudinal analyses of multiple measurements within individuals, multilevel variance modeling. ([@bib57], [@bib58]; [@bib21]) and multilevel regression analyses of case-crossover and n-of-1 designs ([@bib110], [@bib109]).

Future (Social) Epidemiology will not become a prisoner of the proximate ([@bib52]) if we adopt a multilevel approach that decomposes individual heterogeneity at different levels of analysis. This multilevel analysis of individual heterogeneity (MAIH) ([@bib55], [@bib105]) enables the study of both between- and within-group components of individual heterogeneity. In this way, group effects (in the present study the groups are defined by categories of risk factors) are thereby appraised not through mere study of differences between group averages (as it is the norm in current public health and Epidemiology), but rather through quantification of the share of the individual heterogeneity (i.e., variance) that exists at the group level, This idea corresponds with the concept of clustering in multilevel analyses ([@bib60]) which is analogous to the concept of DA applied in the present study ([@bib96]). The higher this share (i.e., the higher the DA) the more relevant the exposure category (e.g., risk factor level, neighborhood, ethnic group) is for public health ([@bib54], [@bib57], [@bib62], [@bib63]).

The idea of MAIH converges with the current movement of precision (i.e., individualized, personalized, stratified) medicine in public health ([@bib44]) and its efforts toward understanding individual heterogeneity. However, a radical conceptual difference exists: rather than only considering individual biomedical susceptibilities or dislocating individual from "population" health, MAIH tries to identify the components of individual heterogeneity in health that are at the contextual level and across the life-course ([@bib55], [@bib105]).

4.11. Conclusions {#s0175}
-----------------

The ideas developed in our study are still not widely recognized, and many areas of public health and epidemiology are still suffering from the 'tyranny of the averages'. However, an increasing awareness of the low DA of most exposure categories considered today in public health and epidemiology will necessarily have profound consequences. We need a fundamental change in the way in which we currently interpret exposure categorizations in public health epidemiology for, if their DA is very low, what happens with the vast majority of recommendations given so far in epidemiology and public health? Are we misleading the community by creating alarm over risks that may be harmless for most individuals? Are we stigmatizing groups of people (e.g., people with mild hypertension) by blaming them for a bad 'average' health when, in fact, mild arterial hypertension cannot discriminate sick from healthy individuals? What are the ethical repercussions of using exposure categorizations with low DA? Are there problems of inefficiency, medicalization and stigmatization? Against this background, we not only need to urgently review new risk factors and biomarkers, but also classical and well-established risk factors as well as most other categorization being used in public health and (social) epidemiology [@bib36]; [@bib37]; [@bib66]; [@bib68]; [@bib95]; [@bib106]; [@bib84]). We believe that the questions we raise have strong relevance for both the individual and community and need to be confronted in future public health research.
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[^1]: CRP: C-Reactive Protein.

[^2]: LpPLA~2~: Lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A2.

[^3]: NTBNP: N-terminal B-type natriuretic peptide.

[^4]: HDL: High-density lipoprotein cholesterol

[^5]: LDL: Low-density lipoprotein cholesterol.

[^6]: CRP: C-Reactive Protein. LpPLA~2~: Lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A2. NTBNP: N-terminal B-type natriuretic peptide.

[^7]: CRP: C-Reactive Protein. LpPLA~2~: Lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A2. NTBNP: N-terminal B-type natriuretic peptide.

[^8]: Value not calculated as the variable is dichotomous.
